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Author’s Note And Important Notice 

Hello, readers. Before you start seeing this piece as only a smut novel after 

reading a few chapters, let me be clear about some things. 

The sexual content you will find in the novel is part of Eren’s evilness. He will 

walk on all those routes that are traditionally deemed as paths of sins (the 

seven sins). He will also do things that might not be able to get categorised 

under right or wrong. 

Of course, the novel will focus on RPG elements, Eren’s progress in being a 

better adventurer than past life, and a lot more in further chapters. 

The content of sexual nature doesn’t limit it to being only a smut novel. 

Neither does it exclude it from that category. It’s only a part of Eren’s nature 

and serves a sneak peek into some of his future endeavours. 

I’ve avoided the smut tag for this novel because of this very reason. A lot of 

smut readers will want the work they read to only focus or prioritize the sexual 

content over other plotline. So such readers might get disappointed after 

further chapters are released. 

Also, this note shouldn’t be seen as me expressing my aversion to smuts. I 

like smut novels if they are very well written with good plot and in-depth, multi 

dimensional characters. I think writing smuts is also an artistic skill not a lot of 

people will be able to wield. 
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Although, I don’t know how my first attempt at writing a pseudo smut will pan 

out, I’m keeping my fingers crossed. I can already say that its way tougher 

than writing about fight scenes. 

I’ve already tagged this novel for adults. If you are not into smut novels, kindly 

skip the chapters that has the sexual content and keep on reading. 

Lastly, keep sending power stones and love to this novel if you like it. Thank 

you. ? 

================================= 

Important Notice! 

Dear active readers, please ensure that NSFW words would have altered 

spellings or a “*” used as a beeper before you place your reviews and 

comments on VEH. 

E.g. – foking awesome / fu*king awesome! 

– ashhole / as*hole 

Otherwise, such comments and reviews containing cuss words like these 

would invisible by Novel’s safety filter. 

VEH is losing out on the visibility of readers’ feedbacks because of this safety 

filter. For now, we can only bypass the filter using the loopholes mentioned 

above. 

That’s about it. Happy reading! ? 
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Ranking System [Do not read before CH 53] 
Spoilers ahead. Proceed with caution! 

Please note that this page contains spoilers. Kindly do not read this if you 
don’t wish to be spoiled. 

You don’t need to read this page to keep track of the storyline. Appropriate 
descriptions will be provided in the chapters at the right time for you to know 
about the power levels relevant to the plot. 

This page only caters to the readers who want to know about the power 
structure of the world and form an idea about its background. 

The elements mentioned below only become applicable after the start of 
volume 02. It is suggested that the readers finish up with volume 01 of the 
novel before they read this page. Otherwise, their reading experience might 
get affected due to lack of relevance. 

****************************** 

Introduction to Base Stats: 

HP- Denotes Health Points a ranker has. It indicates the ranker’s health 
status. 

MP- Means Mana Points a ranker has. It quantifies the mana storage within 
the ranker’s core. 

STR- Stands for Strength. Indicates the quantified physical prowess of the 
ranker. 

AGI- Stands for Agility. It quantifies the speed a ranker can deploy in his 
movements and attacks. 

INT- Stands for intelligence. It quantifies the mental power a ranker can exert 
to think, cast spells, and more. 

BTP- BTP stands for Base Total Points. It combines all the numerical values a 
ranker has in its base stats. It gives an approximate idea about the ranker’s 
total prowess and his status in the ranking journey. It is always represented in 
the whole number. 



Base Total Points (BTP): HP + MP + STR + AGI + INT 

Normally a rankless adult will have a value of 1 in all the base stats. 
Therefore, on average, a rankless person will have a BTP of 4 or 5. 

The base stats will differ with age, gender, path, and lifestyle among other 
factors. They can be buffed or de-buffed with suitable artefacts, potions, and 
more. 

************************************** 

Body Stat Example: 

Status of a typical rankless adult male: 

HP- 1.4/1.5 

MP- 0/ 0 

STR- 1.5 

AGI- 0.9 

INT- 1.1 

BTP~ 5 

Status of a typical F-Rank female in the initial stage: 

HP- 1.7/1.8 

MP- 2.5/ 3 

STR- 1.8 

AGI- 2.5 

INT- 2.3 

BTP~ 11 

************************************************* 



The Ranking system: 

A rankless person has to go through three steps before they can become a 
ranked entity and start their ranking journey. Sensing mana is the first step. 

The second step requires attracting the mana within your body and forming a 
mana core. The third step involves activating that mana core to draw the 
energy from it. A person enters F|Rank when the third step is followed 
through. 

A mana core has three phases that define the stages within the rank. For 
example, an F|Rank mana core will be formed right below the person’s navel 
after the second step is achieved. In the third step, primary mana pathways 
will open that will allow a person to draw and circulate the mana from the 
cultivated mana core. 

The F-Rank mana core will first enter the vapour phase that indicates the 
person is in the initial stage of that rank. When mana core enters the liquid 
phase, it will be considered as the person entering the middle stage of that 
rank. And the upper stage of the rank would mean the core has entered the 
solid phase. 

For a rank up, the core needs to be burst from within to allow for a higher tier 
of mana to condense and take its place. After a successful ranking promotion, 
a new mana core will be formed and observed to be in the vapour phase 
again. 

But this vapour phase will be of Rank E tier. The mana core needs to go 
through the same three phases again until it reaches the saturation limit. It 
again goes through implosion once that happens and paves the way for the 
next rank up. 

An F-Rank mana core will attract the mana of the same tier. And so will be the 
case for other ranks. The amount and density of the same|tier mana required 
to progress further in the ranking journey increased with each rank up. That’s 
why it becomes difficult for high ranked entities to keep on breaking through to 
the next ranks. 

The BTP values for each rank can be defined by finding the average values 
spread across the ranked entities differing in age, gender, path, and more. 
Therefore, the BTP of each rank will have mean initial (minima) and upper 
(maxima) values. 



Rank | Title | Ranking Condition | BTP Range 

F-Rank | Novice | Elemental Activation | BTP 10-30 

E-Rank | Ace | Elemental Stabilization | BTP 40-70 

D-Rank | Adapt | Elemental Condensation | BTP 90-200 

C-Rank | Expert | Core Elementalism | BTP 250-600 

B-Rank | Master | Core Evolution | BTP 700-1500 

A-Rank | Grandmaster | Core Revolution | BTP 1800-4000 

S-Rank | Sage| Sage Transformation | BTP Undefined 

The three stages in each rank are categorized as: 

Vapour-phase- Initial-stage 

Liquid-phase- Mid-stage 

Solid-phase- Upper-stage 

****************************************** 

Bottleneck: 

There exists a gap between the maxima BTP of a particular rank with respect 
to the higher rank’s minima BTP. For example, F|Rank has a maxima BTP of 
30. And E|Rank has a minima BTP of 50. The difference of 20 BTPs is called 
a bottleneck between the F and E Rank. 

The bottleneck increases exponentially with each rank up. That’s why it 
becomes difficult to continue the ranking journey as you climb higher in the 
ranks. 

********************************************** 

Potions: 



Potions are also ranked as per their usage by ranked entities. That means 
they also have F, E, D, C, A, and S ranks. 

Each ranked potion further gets divided into five grades or stars. A five-star 
potion of a particular rank will have higher potency and effects than any of its 
lower-star counterparts within the same rank. 

1-star: Initial grade 

2-star: Mid grade 

3-star: Upper grade 

4-star: Peak grade 

5-star: Supreme grade 

The rank-wise potions are as follows: 

F-Rank | Novice Potion | 1-5 Stars 

E-Rank | Ace Potion | 1-5 Stars 

D-Rank | Adapt Potion | 1-5 Stars 

C-Rank | Expert Potion | 1-5 Stars 

B-Rank | Master Potion | 1-5 Stars 

A-Rank | Grandmaster Potion | 1-5 Stars 

S-Rank | Sage Potion | 1-5 Stars 

***** 

Each ranked potion is only suitable for a mage in that same rank. That means 
an F-Rank entity in any stage can use the F-Rank potion of any star. But they 
can not consume even the initial-grade potion of E-Rank without facing severe 
consequences. 

************************************************* 



Artefacts: 

Artefacts are also ranked as per their usage by ranked entities. That means 
they also have F, E, D, C, A, and S ranks. 

Each ranked artefact further gets divided into five grades or stars. A five-star 
artefact of a particular rank will have higher potency and effects than any of its 
lower-star counterparts within the same rank. 

1-star: Initial grade 

2-star: Mid grade 

3-star: Upper grade 

4-star: Peak grade 

5-star: Supreme grade 

Rank-wise artefacts are as follows, 

F-Rank | Novice Artefact | 1-5 Stars 

E-Rank | Ace Artefact | 1-5 Stars 

D-Rank | Adapt Artefact | 1-5 Stars 

C-Rank | Expert Artefact | 1-5 Stars 

B-Rank | Master Artefact | 1-5 Stars 

A-Rank | Grandmaster Artefact | 1-5 Stars 

S-Rank | Sage Artefact | 1-5 Stars 

****** 

Each ranked artefact is only suitable for a mage in that same rank. That 
means an F-Rank entity in any stage can use the F-Rank artefact of any star. 
But they can not use even the initial-grade artefact of E-Rank without facing 
severe consequences. 



****************************** 

Spells: 

Spells are also ranked as per their usage by ranked entities. That means they 
also have F, E, D, C, A, and S ranks. 

Each ranked spell further gets divided into five grades or stars. A five-star 
spell of a particular rank will have higher potency and effects than any of its 
lower-star counterparts within the same rank. 

1-star: Initial grade 

2-star: Mid grade 

3-star: Upper grade 

4-star: Peak grade 

5-star: Supreme grade 

Rank-wise spells are as follows, 

F-Rank | Novice Spell | 1-5 Stars 

E-Rank | Ace Spell | 1-5 Stars 

D-Rank | Adapt Spell | 1-5 Stars 

C-Rank | Expert Spell | 1-5 Stars 

B-Rank | Master Spell | 1-5 Stars 

A-Rank | Grandmaster Spell | 1-5 Stars 

S-Rank | Sage Spell | 1-5 Stars 

**** 

Each ranked spell is only suitable for a mage in that same rank. That means 
an F-Rank entity in any stage can use the F-Rank spell of any star. But they 



can not use even the initial-grade spell of E-Rank without facing severe 
consequences. 

 


